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SLENDER-BILLED BABBLER

Turdoides longirostris

Critical —
Endangered —

Vulnerable A1c; A2c; C1

This elusive species is inferred to have a small, rapidly declining population because of extensive
destruction and degradation of its tall grassland habitats. It therefore qualifies as Vulnerable.

DISTRIBUTION The Slender-billed Babbler (see Remarks 1) occurs in the terai of Nepal,
Assam and Manipur (and historically Uttar Pradesh), India. At various times it has also
been included in the avifaunas of Bhutan, Bangladesh and Myanmar, but these states are
omitted here (see Remarks 2).

■■■■■ INDIA It occurs from Uttar Pradesh in the west to Manipur in the east, frequenting the
duars and Brahmaputra valley. An old specimen (in BMNH) is labelled “Oude Terai”, pre-
1846, and therefore presumably came from the terai region of Avadh (Oudh) in Uttar Pradesh.
While the distribution of this species westward in the terai belt is not surprising given its
presence in neighbouring Nepal, the locality “Oudh Terai” (centred on Lucknow: Beehler
undated) is too vague a term to map. Mention of “Sikkim terai” (Stray Feathers 7 [1878]:
153–155) and Jalpaiguri district (Inglis et al. 1920) as within the range of the species is based
on the early specimens constituting the first two locality records below. Records are as follows:

■■■■■ West Bengal Basra river, c.150 m, March 1926 (two females in BMNH); Buxa Duar,
January–February 1878 (four specimens in BMNH); Hasimara, c.150 m, July 1925, March
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The distribution of Slender-billed Babbler Turdoides longirostris: (1) Basra river; (2) Buxa Duar;
(3) Hasimara; (4) Jaldapara Wildlife Sanctuary; (5) Koch Bihar; (6) Sadiya; (7) Helem; (8) Manas National
Park; (9) Kaziranga National Park; (10) Kamrup district; (11) Gauhati; (12) Mornai tea estate; (13) Dilkhushah;
(14) Khasia hills; (15) Karong; (16) Kanglatongbi; (17) Sengmai; (18) Buri-bazar; (19) Logtak lake; (20) Bishenpur;
(21) Moirang; (22) Phalel; (23) Kumbi; (24) Sugnu; (25) Royal Chitwan National Park.

 Historical (pre-1950)   Fairly recent (1950–1979)   Recent (1980–present)   Undated
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1926, February 1927 (Inglis 1951–1969, three specimens in BMNH, female in YPM); Jaldapara
Wildlife Sanctuary, one, February 1984 (P. Snetsinger in litt. 1999); Koch Bihar, December
1879 (male in BMNH);

■■■■■ Assam Sadiya, pre-1881 (Hume 1888); Helem, Darrang district, 1874–1875 (Godwin-
Austen 1876b,c, Hume 1888); Manas National Park, 1987 (Rahmani et al. 1988), undated
(B. F. King verbally 1998); Kaziranga National Park, group of 12, December 1975 (D. A.
Scott in litt. 2000), at Dunga, one pair, November 1993 (Barua and Sharma 1999), at
Daphlang, group of 14, March 1996 (Bishop 1996); Menoka, Kamrup district, February
1952 (five specimens in UMMZ); Gauhati, undated (Stray Feathers 7 [1878]: 153–155); near
Mornai tea estate, Goalpara district, undated (two specimens in BNHS, Abdulali 1968–1996),
February–November 1905 (six specimens in AMNH), January 1907 (two specimens in
BMNH); and at other unspecified localities in the “Bhutan duars”, Goalpara district, January
1873, April 1874, February 1876, April 1876, January and February 1877, May 1877,
November 1877 (Stray Feathers 7 [1878]: 153–155, 12 specimens in BMNH); Dilkhushah,
north-east Cachar, pre-1881 (Hume 1888), this presumably referring to the specimen (in
BMNH) labelled “Cachar”, 1877 (it was clearly not common or even absent in North Cachar
as Baker [1894–1901] merely listed it without any details; see Remarks 2 under Grey-crowned
Prinia Prinia cinereocapilla);

■■■■■ Meghalaya Khasia hills, 900–1,200 m, May–June, year unspecified (Baker 1922–1930);
■■■■■ Manipur Karong, October and December 1950 (Koelz 1954, five specimens in UMMZ;

also Storer 1988); Kanglatongbi, October 1950 (female in YPM); Sengmai, Manipur valley,
undated (specimen in BMNH); Buri-bazar (Boori Bazar), March 1881 (five specimens in
BMNH), March 1901 (one male in AMNH, one female in MCZ); Logtak lake (Loktak lake),
c.1870 (Godwin-Austen 1874a,b, specimen in BMNH); between Bishenpur and Moirang
(Bishnoopoor–Moirang), near Logtak lake, March 1881 (male in BMNH); Moirang, near
Logtak lake, March 1881 (six specimens in BMNH, NMS); Phalel, April 1881 (male in
BMNH); Kumbi (Koombee), March 1881 (two males in BMNH); Sugnu (Shuganu), March
1881 (three specimens in BMNH).

■■■■■ NEPAL The species occurs locally in the grasslands of Chitwan National Park, from
Narayani in the west to Sauraha in the east (H. S. Baral in litt. 1997). It may also be present
in the park’s eastern grasslands such as those near Chitwan Jungle Lodge, Khagendramali,
but it has not yet been reported from the area (H. S. Baral in litt. 1998). Apart from an
undated specimen (in BMNH) simply from Nepal (Horsfield and Moore 1854–1958), records
are all from: Royal Chitwan National Park, near Tiger Tops Lodge, 200 m, April–May 1980
(Inskipp and Inskipp 1980), several seen, April 1983 (P. Alström, U. Olsson and D.
Zetterström in litt. 2000), near Sauraha, March 1999 (P. Holt in litt. 1999), near Gaida Camp,
Kachhuwani grasslands, six, January 1995 or 1996 (Baral 1996c) and in March 1999 (P. Holt
in litt. 1999), with three at the river crossing at Meghauli and Bhimle, March 1991 (J. Nordin
in litt. 1999), at Dumaria, January 1996 (Bird Cons. Nepal Newsletter 4, 4 [1996]: 4), in the
Gaur Machan area, January 1996 (H. S. Baral in litt. 1997), near Lami Tal, January 1996 (H.
S. Baral in litt. 1997), and near Jarneli, January 1996 (H. S. Baral in litt. 1997).

POPULATION India Although the Slender-billed Babbler was reportedly common
(“according to O’Donel”) in northern West Bengal at Hasimara, 1925–1927, Inglis (1951–
1969) “only secured a few specimens” at this locality in those years. On the high grass plateaus
of the Khasia hills it once bred “not uncommonly” (Baker 1922–1930), while in Manipur it
was apparently “excessively abundant” (although this can only have applied to the lower-
lying area focused on Logtak lake): around Imphal it was “common”, but “most numerous”
around Logtak lake (Hume 1888). Indeed, Hume (1888) shot around 100 individuals there
(although he only retrieved around half that number). On the basis of these records it was
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later described as “locally common, especially in the Manipur basin” (Ali and Ripley 1968–
1998). There are no recent records from Manipur, largely owing to the fact that the area has
been closed to visitors for much of recent history (but see Threats). Comprehensive
ornithological surveys have not been undertaken and it is therefore possible that an important
population survives undetected in Manipur. The lack of records of the species in Meghalaya
during intensive collecting visits to the Khasia hills (by W. Koelz) during the 1950s suggests
that the population there must have declined considerably, or that Baker’s identification
was erroneous (see Remarks 2 under Grey-crowned Prinia). Recent records have been few in
Assam, although it should be remembered that the species was often recorded by explorers
riding elephants through suitable habitat (see, e.g., Godwin-Austen 1876b,c), and to find the
species in otherwise impenetrable grasslands is very difficult.

Nepal It is a fairly common breeding resident in Chitwan National Park (H. S. Baral in
litt. 1997), where its population (which may be the largest in the entire Indian subcontinent:
Baral 2000a) is estimated to be more than 1,000 individuals but probably declining with the
deterioration and degradation of suitable grassland habitat (H. S. Baral in litt. 1998). It must
be presumed that, as with (e.g.) the Bengal Florican Houbaropsis bengalensis (see relevant
account), the species originally ranged through the now-converted grasslands of lowland
Nepal and has therefore suffered a major decline over the past century.

ECOLOGY Habitat The Slender-billed Babbler is a resident of long grass, often near water,
in lowlands and foothills in India (Ali and Ripley 1968–1998, Ripley 1982). It has also been
recorded on grassy plateaus between 900 and 1,200 m in Meghalaya (Ripley 1982) and
Manipur (Hume 1888). In Nepal it inhabits grasslands, including riverine grasslands, at
around 250 m (Baral et al. 1996, H. S. Baral in litt. 1998). In Kaziranga National Park it has
been recorded in moist grassland mainly comprising Erianthus (Barua and Sharma 1999). In
Manipur in the nineteenth century it favoured “long grass, and especially so where that long
grass adjoins water”, while around Imphal it was found in ditches and high-grass hedgerows,
nowhere ascending the hills (Hume 1888).

Like the majority of its congeners, this species is reported to be noisy, restless and
gregarious (although usually in pairs during the breeding season) (Baker 1922–1930, Inglis
1951–1969, Ali and Ripley 1968–1998). Godwin-Austen (1874b) encountered it in groups of
“about a dozen together” in Manipur valley, where Hume (1888) usually found parties of 6–
10, but also pairs or singles. Recently, groups of 12–14 have been seen in Kaziranga (see
Distribution: India). However, it rarely shows itself and has been described as shy and difficult
to observe except during the breeding season, when it sings loudly and is much more
conspicuous (Ali and Ripley 1968–1998, H. S. Baral in litt. 1998). K. D. Bishop (in litt. 2000)
found it “extraordinarily skulking” in Kaziranga, and therefore very easily overlooked, while
Hume (1888) described it threading through the “densest grass with astonishing rapidity”.

Food The species feeds on the ground and in grass and reeds on various insects (Baker
1922–1930, Inglis 1951–1969, Ali and Ripley 1968–1998).

Breeding The breeding season in Nepal falls between March and May (H. S. Baral in litt.
1998), while in Meghalaya breeding was recorded in May and June (Baker 1922–1930). Nests
are cup-shaped, made of grass and lined with grass stems (Baker 1922–1930). One found by
Baker (1906) was in a “low thorny bush growing in thatching grass” and those found in the
Khasia hills (always accepting that they were correctly identified: see above) were “placed in
amongst grass or reeds, a bush or tangle of brambles, or even on an old stump or a broken
down wall or bank” (Baker 1922–1930); Baker (1907b) stated that the species was “rare and
an inveterate skulker” in the Khasia hills.

THREATS Virtually all remaining grasslands within the species’s range are subject to intense
pressures from encroachment by people and domestic livestock, grass harvesting, fire, forestry,
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irrigation and dam schemes (Peet et al. 1999a,b). Grasslands are perhaps the most threatened
ecosystem of the Indian subcontinent, suffering the greatest losses owing to degradation,
conversion and heavy disturbance (Rahmani 1988b, Baral 1998), and are insufficiently well
represented in protected areas (Rahmani 1992c), a circumstance that needs urgently to be
addressed.

India Widespread conversion of grasslands to agricultural and pastoral lands has greatly
reduced the habitat available for this species (see equivalent section under Swamp Francolin
Francolinus gularis and Bengal Florican). While the lack of recent records in Manipur is
perhaps largely due to lack of survey work owing to peace-and-order difficulties, it is also
apparent that grassland habitat has been extensively disturbed or destroyed in the region of
Logtak lake, largely through conversion to large-scale rice cultivation (Scott 1989); this is
very likely to have had a profound adverse effect on the species in the area.

Nepal A discussion of threats to grasslands appears in the equivalent sections under
Swamp Francolin and Bengal Florican.

MEASURES TAKEN In India the species occurs in Manas National Park (391 km2) and
Kaziranga National Park (430 km2), while in Nepal it is found in Chitwan National Park
(932 km2). Further details of measures in these areas are given under Bengal Florican.

MEASURES PROPOSED The conservation requirements of the Slender-billed Babbler
should be viewed in combination with the needs of a variety of other threatened grassland
birds within its range, so that a programme of habitat management and research can be
implemented with benefits to each of these species (see Remarks 3 under Bengal Florican).
With grasslands so restricted in area and distribution, further research must be coupled with
direct action to strengthen the measures that ensure their protection (Peet et al. 1999a,b). As
Himalayan grasslands receive very little conservation action and, until recently, scant attention
from ornithologists, an urgent priority for this species is the completion of status surveys in
all remaining grassland areas. In particular, surveys should search for this species and Manipur
Bush-quail Perdicula manipurensis in Manipur and the duars of West Bengal and Assam,
targeting any remaining areas of natural grassland. As the global stronghold certainly appears
to have been the Manipur basin, assessment of the current status of the species in this region
is of high importance.

REMARKS (1) Birds of this species from north-east India were described as a novelty by
Godwin-Austen (1874a), and went under the name Malacocercus or Layardia robiginosus
until the mistake was realised (see Godwin-Austen 1878). Although Harington (1914–1915)
suspected that this species should occupy a genus of its own on account of its long slim bill
and distinctive crown feathering, Baker (1922–1930) felt that intermediate species bridged
the differences with related babblers, and retained them all in the genus Argya (Turdoides).
(2) The species was presumably listed for Bhutan (Harington 1914–1915) on the basis of
records from the “Bhutan duars”, a phrase which in fact refers to an area of eastern West
Bengal and western Assam; there is no indication that the species ever occurred within the
Himalayan kingdom itself. Rashid (1967) stated that it once occurred in the north-eastern
hills and the Chittagong region of Bangladesh, but the first of these areas appears to be
based exclusively on inference (see Remarks 2 under Manipur Bush-quail Perdicula
manipurensis), and the second entirely on an unsubstantiated remark by Baker (1922–1930).
Subsequently, Ripley (1982) listed it for Chittagong, and reported that it “presumably occurs
in northern and north-eastern Bangladesh but not specifically recorded there”. Given the
errors of judgement that have come to light in Baker’s work (see Remarks 2 under Grey-
crowned Prinia Prinia cinereocapilla) the Chittagong record is here treated as provisional.
The species was recorded from coastal Arakan, Myanmar, in the 1940s (Christison et al.
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1946), although again no specimen or other corroboration is available. Anomalous records
for several species in this paper (P. C. Rasmussen in litt. 2000; see Remarks 3 under White-
shouldered Ibis Pseudibis davisoni) are sufficient cause to treat this record as provisional.
Although Rippon (1901) reported a specimen sent to him from Bampon, Myanmar, this is
almost certainly (on biogeographical grounds) the result of a misidentification (Harington
1914–1915, Stanford and Ticehurst 1938–1939). Indeed, another species (a prinia, “Suya
cooki” = Brown Prinia P. polychroa cooki) was found amongst Rippon’s specimens marked
as a Slender-billed Babbler from Bampon (Harington 1914–1915), and thus the record is
best rejected altogether. Although Stanford and Ticehurst (1938–1939) considered the species
likely to occur in the large grass plains of the Myitkyina district near Ayeindama or in the
Hukawng valley, it has never been found in this region, and their prediction remains a matter
of conjecture until the area is visited and comprehensive surveys of any remaining grasslands
undertaken. There are thus no confirmed records for Bhutan, Bangladesh or Myanmar.




